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About This Game

Leisure Suit Larry Goes Looking for Love (In Several Wrong Places) is the second game in Al Lowe's Leisure Suit Larry series.
Continuing the plot of the previous game, the swinging single Larry Laffer has finally found his true love and is happily living

with her. Right? Wrong!.. Because Larry is mercilessly thrown out by his great love and is left all alone, penniless, and
womanless, in Los Angeles. Accidentally, Larry comes into contact with KGB agents who will pursue him all over the globe

from now on. And there is also the evil doctor Noontonyt plotting evil schemes on a remote tropical island... Looks like Larry
will have to forget about his women-related problems for now... or is it so?

- The second game in the series introduces an improved engine (allowing for full-screen graphics and mouse control for
movement).

- The number of ways to die has increased, danger awaiting Larry in most places he visits.

- Play as one of gaming’s longest lasting legends: Leisure Suit Larry!

- Al Lowe’s famously risque humor and bodacious babes that are waiting to “work out” with you!
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Title: Leisure Suit Larry 2 Looking For Love (In Several Wrong Places)
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Assemble Entertainment
Publisher:
Assemble Entertainment
Franchise:
Leisure Suit Larry
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows: XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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leisure suit larry 2 looking for love (in several wrong places)

This is probably the most interesting and entertaining Larry-game of all time. LSL2 is more about survival and world
domination than Larry's ongoing (And rather formulaic) quests for items that will please lady X. The game sports a bizarre plot
with an even more bizarre protagonist, pitted against zany witch-doctors hiding on tropical islands, colourful (and continous)
assasination attempts from undercover KGB agents and loads of genuinly funny sitcom-moments of confusion over who this
leisure-suit-clad hero traveling the world really is. In terms of pure comedy, there has never been a better game!

As for technical stuff..Graphics are way outdated. There are no voice-overs and the interface is a text-parser. This is a game of
its time, and modern gamers will just have to comprimise if they want to go along for the crazy ride.

The text-parser is very cumbersome though, a problem compounded by the parser-jokes, basically increasing the number of
consonants you have to enter for a command to parse. I highly recommend seeking out the point-and-click version, a fanmade
modification which implements a rudimentary point-and-click interface for the game.. This is exactly like the Amiga
Commodore game I played as a kid. Yes, my parents let me play this as a kid. Hah! Wow, memory lane indeed. Anyway, yes the
graphics are outdated, but they are exactly the same as they were when I played in the mid 90s. That's the point. This game was
released in the late 80s.

I love this game, it takes hours to figure out what to do without the book, and even still sometimes you need to refer to a
walkthrough guide to 'get it'. You can find these online. It's kind of like an adventure game.. I guess..

I played this on a pretty substandard Asus laptop, through Steam, and I had no trouble at all. I had full screen when I played.

When you start the game, you need to enter the phone number of the lady in the picture shown, it was their original version of a
game key. You can find all the numbers listed on this page: http:\/\/larrylaffer.net\/lslgames\/lsl2-general\/lsl2-black-book

Cheers - thanks for releasing this game on Steam, it was great to re-live my childhood memories!

PS: Not recommended for kids.
. My girlfriend and I had a good time playing the first Leisure Suit Larry and so we moved onto this one with optimism. We
weren't disappointed. The story picks up where the last left off and sees our hero (???) Larry Laffer visiting all new locations
and us solving all new puzzles for him using the text-based interface to enter commands. We laughed out loud on a few
occasions so the humor is definitely on point even all of these years later. Great work, Al Lowe!

There isn't a whole lot to say in these classic Sierra adventures that isn't a spoiler but if you are a fan of adult humor and old
school adventure, I would definitely pick this one up.. While other kids grew up on a King's or a Space Quest -- or maybe taking
in a Phantasmagoria with a 7th Guest at the 11th Hour -- I was beating feet to the mean streets and looking for love in all the
wrong places with 'Leisure Suit Larry'!

Larry Laffer is still stepping out and determined to find love -- and he's looking in all the wrong places!!
Conning his way into a gameshow, our intrepid hero is soon on a complimentary ocean cruise which takes a turn for the worse!!
Stranded on the tropical Nontoonyt island, Larry must match wits with the mad scientist Dr. No-Nookie in order to rescue a
tribal chief's virgin daughter!
Will our hero succeed and live to love another day??

--

This title is a ScummVM port of the original game, and incredulously includes the copyright protections making you type in
phone numbers from a colorized 'black book' nobody has anymore and the game doesn't provide you with. If not for Steam
Community Hub posts and the internet, a gamer would be unable to play this title -- so caveat emptor.. This is just the
SCUMMvm port run from a command line without any of the graphic upscaling options. If you want those you have to launch
through SCUMMvm which defeats the point of buying it on steam, and even then it can't do full-screen, just a laughable 3x
upscaling which is not suficient on modern monitors.

Only buy if you want to play a game the size of a postage stamp.
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